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Abstract. We present the extensions made to NEPI, the Network Ex-
perimentation Programming Interface, to allow easy creation and cus-
tomization of routing overlays on top of PlanetLab. We particularly focus
on demonstrating the traffic shaping capabilities provided by NEPI, with
the use of customizable stream filters on PlanetLab overlays to induce
controllable packet prioritization.
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1 Demonstration

This demonstration is intended to supplement the paper[1] accepted at TRI-
DENTCOM’12. We focus on demonstrating the experiment use case presented
in that paper, in which we make use of stream filters as a means to control the
characteristics of an overlay deployed in PlanetLab, [2] providing a realistic yet
controllable environment where to test the POPI[4] tool.

NEPI [3] is an experiment management framework which provides support
for design, deployment, control and gathering of results of network experiments.
We added support for automating deployment and customization of routing over-
lays on PlanetLab, to alleviate the complexities of performing these tasks manu-
ally, and to more easily circumvent administrative limitations. NEPI automates
resource discovery, node provisioning, application deployment, and creation of
tunnels between the selected nodes to build the overlay network. It also provides
the ability to customize traffic in the overlays by adding user defined stream fil-
ters, processing functions applied to packets traversing the overlay tunnels. They
can be used to implement custom queues, packet filters or transformations, and
tunnelling protocols.

To demonstrate NEPI’s ability to provide a solution to existing problems
when using PlanetLab, we selected a previously published experiment case [4]. In
this experiment, researchers developed the POPI tool to attempt to infer packet
priorities in the intervening routers between two endpoints, by inducing bulk
traffic and analyzing point-to-point loss rates. However, in order to verify the
results obtained after running POPI on PlanetLab, it was necessary to ask ISPs
about their routing policies, because no other means were available to verify that
the priorities reported by the tool corresponded to actual prioritization policies.
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Fig. 1. POPI. An overlay is formed with 3 PlanetLab nodes. Traffic is sent by the
POPI client, from node A to node B through a mediating node, where packets are
processed by a classifying queue to induce class-dependent priorities. Traffic profiling
results are then reported back and analyzed expecting to verify the classification.

The researcher’s ability to verify the obtained results was limited, as not all
providers responded, nor provided complete information.

In our demonstration we re-evaluate POPI, using NEPI to create a controlled
routing overlay on PlanetLab to which we add stream filters to modify traffic
behavior in a known way, by means of a classifying queue that induces packet
prioritization. NEPI provides support for queues that implement queuing poli-
cies by inspecting the Type Of Service (TOS) field in the IPv4 header of the
processed packets. Such queues can be easily attached to PlanetLab network de-
vices, and thanks to this feature, designing this experiment was straightforward.
Figure 1 depicts the design of our experiment consisting of 3 PlanetLab nodes
connected in series. The node in the middle applies a controlled class of queu-
ing, resulting in recognizable statistical bias to the packet stream. This method
allows modification of overlay traffic behavior on PlanetLab in a controlled way,
avoiding the need to request information regarding traffic policies to the ISPs.

With this experiment we demonstrate how the stream filters feature pro-
vided by NEPI enabled us to overcome existing limitations when experimenting
with PlanetLab-base overlays. Moreover, apart from automating deployment of
custom overlays in PlanetLab, NEPI also makes it possible to run numerous
repetitions of a same experiment, or variations of it, enabling thorough experi-
mentation.
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